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Re: Release: 552
   Service Request: 3607
   Programs: PPP930
   DB2 Programs: PPP290, PPP910
   Copymembers: None
   DDF Members: PPPV290B, PPPV290C, PPPV910B, PPPV910C
   Include Members: PPPV290B, PPPV290C, PPPV910B, PPPV910C
   Bind Members: None
   Forms: UPAY590, UPAY591, UPAY689, UPAY691B
   Table Updates: System Message Table
   Urgency: Not Urgent

This release addresses the third phase of PAF/Action Codes modifications to the Base Payroll/Personnel System under Service Request 3607. Release 535 issued the majority of changes to the EDB maintenance process as Phase I of the implementation of PAF/Action Codes modifications. Release 542 issued additional changes to EDB Maintenance, the Compute, Monthly Reporting, Costing and Rush Check processing. This release addresses changes to Merit, Range and Mass Change processes. Modifications to programs PPP670 and PPP680 for PAF/Action Codes will be released as soon as possible as part of a batch conversion release.

Service Request 3607

Service Request 3607 asks for the implementation of a new Personnel Action Codes structure which provides the ability to associate actions with specific appointments and distributions, as well as to the overall employee record.

This release specifically addresses moving action codes from the employee level to the appointment and distribution levels. Action code 28, Range Adjustments, has been moved to the distribution level. Action code 29, Mass Changes, has been replaced by the following three action codes. Action code 25, mass Title Code change, is located at the appointment level. Action code 47, mass Account/Fund change, is located at the distribution level. Action code 49, mass Distribution Unit Code, is located at the distribution level.
Programs
PPP930
This program has been modified to use the data element 'LAST-DAY-ON-PAY' in place of 'SEPARATION-DATE' when determining whether an employee is eligible for a retro-active 'Special Payment' range adjustment.

DB2 Programs
PPP290
This program was modified to produce Mass Change Transactions in the revised File Maintenance Transaction format consistent with the new PAF transactions. Generated action code '29' was replaced with three new action codes as follows:

- The mass Account/Fund action code is '47'. This action occurs at the distribution level.
- The mass Title Code action code is '25'. This action occurs at the appointment level.
- The mass Distribution Unit Code action code is '49'. This action occurs at the distribution level.

PPP910
This program was modified to produce Range Adjustment Transactions in the revised File Maintenance Transaction format for the new PAF transactions.

The preliminary input and output transactions were revised to reflect the deletion of obsolete data elements and the addition of new data elements.

DDL Members
PPPV290B
This DDL has been modified to include GRADE in the view of the APP table. The following data elements were commented out of this view:

- WORK_STUDY_PGM
- APPT_STEP
- APPT_OFF_SCALE
- ACAD_SERV_SUMMER
- ACAD_SERV_FALL
- ACAD_SERV_WINTER
- ACAD_SERV_SPRING

PPPV290C
This DDL has been modified to include DIST_STEP, DIST_OFF ABOVE, and WORK_STUDY_PGM in the view of the DIS table.
PPP910B

This DDL has been modified to include GRADE in the view of the APP table. The following data elements were commented out of this view:

- WORK_STUDY_PGM
- APPT_STEP
- APPT_OFF_SCALE
- ACAD_SERV_SUMMER
- ACAD_SERV_FALL
- ACAD_SERV_WINTER
- ACAD_SERV_SPRING

PPP910C

This DDL has been modified to include DIST_STEP, DIST_OFF_ABOVE, and WORK_STUDY_PGM in the view of the DIS table.

Include Members

PPP909B

This DCL has been modified to include GRADE for the view referencing the APP table. The following data elements were commented out of this DCL:

- WORK_STUDY_PGM
- APPT_STEP
- APPT_OFF_SCALE
- ACAD_SERV_SUMMER
- ACAD_SERV_FALL
- ACAD_SERV_WINTER
- ACAD_SERV_SPRING

PPP909C

This DCL has been modified to include DIST_STEP, DIST_OFF_ABOVE, and WORK_STUDY_PGM for the view referencing the DIS table.

PPP910B

This DCL has been modified to include GRADE for the view referencing the APP table. The following data elements were commented out of this DCL:

- WORK_STUDY_PGM
- APPT_STEP
- APPT_OFF_SCALE
• ACAD_SERV_SUMMER
• ACAD_SERV_FALL
• ACAD_SERV_WINTER
• ACAD_SERV_SPRING

PPPV910C

This DCL has been modified to include DIST_STEP, DIST_OFF_ABOVE, and WORK_STUDY_PGM for the view referencing the DIS table.

Forms

UPAY590-Mass Account/Fund Change Worksheet

The transaction code ‘MA’ has been labeled and placed in a box. The label ‘Effective Date’ has been changed to ‘Date Prepared’. The ‘Prepared By’ and ‘Approved By’ boxes were moved to the bottom of the form.

UPAY591-Mass Title Code Change Worksheet

The label ‘Effective Date’ has been changed to ‘Date Prepared’. The ‘Prepared By’ and ‘Approved By’ boxes were moved to the bottom of the form. The column ‘GRADE’ has been added following the Title Code.

UPAY689-Mass Distribution Unit Code Change Worksheet

The label ‘Effective Date’ has been changed to ‘Date Prepared’.

UPAY691B-Prior Period Table Special Payment Employee Eligibility

The statement ‘ELIGIBILITY BASED ON SEPARATION DATE’ has been changed to ‘ELIGIBILITY BASED ON LAST DAY ON PAY DATE’. The box labeled ‘SEP ELIG’ has been changed to ‘LAST DAY ELIG’.

Table Updates

System Message Table

Message 94212 has been revised to reference the ‘Last Day on Pay’ instead of ‘Separation Date’.

Test Plan

A complete test plan is included with the release. Campuses are encouraged to use the base system test materials, as well as augmenting them with any desired local tests.
Installation

Installation of this release requires the following steps:

1. Modify the following DDL members to change *AUTHID* to the appropriate authorization ID for your installation.
   a. PPPV290B
   b. PPPV290C
   c. PPPV910B
   d. PPPV910C

2. Drop the following VIEWS (DDL to drop VIEWS is not included):
   a. PPPV290B
   b. PPPV290C
   c. PPPV910B
   d. PPPV910C

3. Execute CREATE VIEW DDL members:
   a. PPPV290B
   b. PPPV290C
   c. PPPV910B
   d. PPPV910C

4. Install the following INCLUDE members:
   a. PPPV290B
   b. PPPV290C
   c. PPPV910B
   d. PPPV910C

NOTE: If views were modified to include local campus data elements in the previous step, make the same modifications to both the COBOL and SQL portions of the released INCLUDE members.

5. Modify, compile, and link mainline program PPP930.

6. Modify, pre-compile, compile, link and bind mainline programs:
   a. PPP290
   b. PPP910

7. Update System Message Table with the supplied transaction in CARDLIB memebor MSGS552.
8. Execute and verify the test plan, per supplied instructions.
9. Perform any additional testing.
10. Place modified programs and views in production.

**Timing of Installation**

Installation of this release is not urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to ISCJYL@UCCVMA, or call on (415)987-0441.
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